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Abstract

Many studies show that videogames are beginning to challenge traditional home entertainment choices (especially television) and threaten other media revenues. The reasons for videogames growth in sales and popularity can also be found in the remarkable growth of the mobile sector. The possibility to use videogames for learning purposes has prompted considerable attention over the last years. Many games have proved to be strong educational tools for their design and their effective implementation in the classroom. Thus far, research on the impact of this pedagogy is somewhat limited, but promising. Further projects are required to provide the support needed to encourage more teachers and schools to adopt these practices. Videogames are being increasingly used in initiatives to promote personal empowerment and social inclusion of disadvantaged children through learning and participation. This paper describes a research project aiming at experimenting a media education training methodology for the promotion of mathematical, linguistic and ‘soft’ skills in Primary School. It was carried out in the Academic Year 2014/15 with 8 teachers and 75 students attending the 1st year of a Primary School, located in at-risk areas of Palermo.
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1. Introduction

Can we learn socially and academically valuable concepts and skills from video games? How can we best teach the ‘gamer generation?’ How can educators and curriculum designers harness the participatory nature of digital media and play?

Mobile devices increase speed, HD displays and stronger processing power. Software tools ensure game design within easy reach for those with limited formal computer knowledge to develop and launch games quickly. Many traditional game publishers have invested heavily in mobile games, or at least launched console games across mobile devices. Those companies that made the early investment will reap rewards in the coming years as mobile continues on its upward rise.

The literature on mobile games is often technically focused, and generally moves directly to discuss the implementation of games for mobile phones and other mobile devices without clarifying the key concept itself. There are multiple different kinds of mobile devices, and even personal computers could be considered mobile today. The most common ways of understanding mobile games nevertheless relate to two distinct lines of game development and publishing. The first one is mobile phone games and the second one relates to handheld electronic games and video games console (Hamer, 2007). In our research project we used both kinds of mobile games.

Video games were developed with a double mission: to stimulate the extraordinary, but also the ordinary. Videogames present a new form of entertainment which has put the classical model of playing into crisis, where the dimensions of space and time have to be clear and defined beforehand. The emblematic situation is characterized by infinitive simulations in which the player can in theory play an endless game, without reaching a well defined objective if not the endless length of the game itself. The term ‘video game’ derives from the method that is used to carry out this entertaining activity: in front of a screen or a monitor, the player interacts in an imaginary world of video games through a joystick or any other instrument of interaction between man and machine. Paying attention to the term video game, one can note that the component ‘game’ puts in evidence the aspect of entertainment; from the pleasant action there comes also a sense of competition based on certain rules. In the context of empowerment and inclusion initiatives, the possibility to reach out people at risk in a highly individualized way presents a welcomed opportunity. Continued participation in education and training, for instance, is shaped by the degree to which people can be guided and mentored in a personalized manner.

The reflection offered in this contribution intends to analyze the challenge to education launched by the cultural and social phenomenon of
videogames, which have become less and less an object of pure entertainment but rather an increased metaphor of the great game which is the reality of life itself. Video games are a perfect presentation of contemporary culture; the intellectual and emotional territory of experimentation, of the creation of new languages, of social interaction and exploration of the world. In the course of a few years, video games have demonstrated to have all that is required to assume an emerging and complex role both in contemporary and future culture. The view proposed here focuses on the potential of videogames, not only as educating instruments but also as objects of education. On the one hand, videogames represent a kind of educating instrument, because their use can motivate children to involve themselves into activities. Using television and computers to teach any subject, say Science, ICT, History, with the assumption that such technologies are a neutral means of information delivery is not media education. On the other hand, videogames can be considered as objects of education because they can develop both critical understanding and active participation. They enable primary school children to interpret and make informed judgements as consumers of media; but they also enable them to become producers of media in their own right, and thereby to become more powerful participants in society.

Video games education is about developing young people’s critical and creative abilities. The educational process should be constantly improved to reach a higher level of students’ perceived knowledge according to their potential. Different approaches, methodologies and teaching practices must be adopted and put into practice so that positive results can be achieved at the end.

This paper describes a research project aiming at experimenting a media education training methodology for the promotion of mathematical, linguistic and ‘soft’ skills in Primary School. It was carried out – for a total of 60 hours – in the Academic Year 2014/2015 with 8 teachers and 75 students attending the 1st year of a Primary School located in at-risk areas of Palermo. We believe that the idea of learning through games can improve the learning process, if computer and mobile video games are developed so as to incorporate adequate pedagogical components, based on didactic principals as highly organized and properly guided pupils’ activities. We follow this idea in this study, while trying to present research findings that support it. The learned skills and content through such learning activities can be successfully transferred outside of the gaming environment with increased students’ motivation.
2. The potential of videogames for empowerment and social inclusion

Today an estimated 110 million people are at risk of social exclusion in Europe. This presents society, entrepreneurs and policy makers with a challenge that calls for social innovation of all types to tackle low skills, unemployment, discrimination, barriers to disabled people, poor health and other factors associated with social exclusion. A large number of studies show that social exclusion is a complex and multi-faceted process that is caused by dynamics that are often intertwined and as such strengthen each other and often lead to simultaneous deprivation at the level of work, education, living conditions, income, social security, daily resources or health (Brants and Frissen, 2003; Daly et al., 2008; Jehoel-Gijsbers and Vrooman, 2007; Wright and Wadhwa, 2010). Consequently, factors like health, education, employment and equitable participation are brought to the fore as key priorities in social inclusion policies. Bianchi and colleagues (2006) state that inclusion policies should have an augmented focus on employment and education and training.

The eEurope Advisory Group (2005) proposed the term e-Inclusion to refer to the effective participation of individuals and communities in all dimensions of the knowledge-based society and economy through their access to ICT, made possible by the removal of access and accessibility barriers, and effectively enabled by the willingness and ability to reap social benefits from such access. Further, e-Inclusion refers to the degree to which ICT contributes to equalizing and promoting participation in society at all levels (i.e. social relationships, work, culture, political participation, etc.).

Marc Prensky (2001, p. 1) suggests that «our students have changed radically. Today’s students are no longer the people our educational system was designed to teach. Today’s students represent the first generations to grow up with this new technology. They have spent their entire lives surrounded by and using computers, videogames, digital music players [...] what should we call these new students of today? The most useful designation I have found for them is Digital Natives. Our students today are all ‘native speakers’ of the digital language of computers, video games and the Internet. Those of us who were not born into the digital world but have, at some later point in our lives, become fascinated by and adopted many or most aspects of the new technology are, and always will be compared to them, Digital Immigrants».

Videogames personalize the use of media since they transform each one

---

to become a solitary actor in the communicative context. They are the voice of a general imaginary group since, as McLuhan (1997, p. 214) states «any game, as a medium of communication, is an extension of an individual or a group. Its effect on the group or on the individual consists in giving a new consideration on those parts of a group or an individual that have not been extended».

Video games have a great positive potential in addition to their entertainment value and there is considerable success when games are designed to address a specific problem or to teach a certain skill. Video games can clearly consume the attention of children. However, it is important to assess the extent of their impact on childhood education. Thanks to inclusive education, students can access learning in its creative, challenging nature, and may find an answer to their learning needs. Video games can provide an alternative to traditional text-based narrative because they help combine literacy learning with creativity and problem solving. Video games can even enhance self-esteem when it comes to learning and help engage our students. They match pedagogical practices and can create learning opportunities and challenges for all learners (Griffiths, 2002; Subrahmanyam and Greenfield, 1994).

Video game technology brings new challenges to the education arena. Video games represent one technique that may be available to the classroom teacher as well as to his/her students. Video games have some characteristics that make them unique in relation to other forms of entertainment. First of all, the presence of a screen which quickly provides an exceptional visual connotation. In videogames the predominating method of communication is principally graphical and visual. A video game is not only video: it is also audio, text, animation; it encloses in itself all types of media languages transforming the activity in a sort of communication using many channels. All these channels interact among themselves to form a final product which is used as something that is very attractive, involving and intense.

Video games are no longer limited to corporate-built consoles, thanks to the Wi-Fi accessible smartphones and tablets that are shaping entertainment for a new generation of players. Thanks to miniaturization and possibility to implement mobile video games, today's mobile games are an increasingly notable and growing area of game business and culture. An expanding range and increasing number of video games are being produced and published for handheld consoles, mobile phones and tablet devices (Mayra, 2015, p. 610).

The study of video games in education and its implications for teaching and learning are at a critical point. Kafai (2006) believes that the special role of video games in contemporary children’s culture creates an opportunity to study, playing and making games for learning. Moreover, video games may provide progressive and complex learning environments.
that will prepare them to face the challenges in their real lives. Salen and Zimmermann (2004) in their detailed exploration of game design, suggest that games may be approached with a focus on rules (the design of game), play (the human experience of playing the game), or culture (the larger context engaged with and inhabited the game).

Students of the Net generation live in media-saturated environments as they spend an average of 6.5 hr per day engaged with various media (Roberts, Foehr and Rideout, 2005). Educators and scientists repeatedly return to the conclusion that one advantage of educational games is that games tend to generate a much higher level of students’ positive emotional engagement, thus making the learning experience more motivating and appealing, improving participation and achievement (Jayakanthan, 2002). Games can motivate passive students to contribute more than they would in a traditional learning environment (Tanner and Jones, 2000). Video games motivate learning by challenging and providing curiosity, beauty, fantasy, fun, and social recognition. They reach learners who do not do well in conventional settings (Dede, 2004). The development of metacognitive skills is a topic of great relevance for the impact that it has on academic performance, lifestyle and in the way one interacts with the surrounding environment. In this sense, it can be said that the actions orientated towards the promotion of metacognitive skills imply the enhancement of lifestyle and the creation of flexible and mature personality traits (Pedone, 2012).

A player learns to think critically about the simulation while at the same time gaining embedded knowledge through interacting with the environment. By allowing the player to take on new identities, solve problems through trial and error, and gain expertise or literacy, video games have potential for nonself-referential disciplines, particularly science (Craft, 2004). Games provide learners the opportunity to learn by doing, experience situations first-hand, and role-play. Authentic activity is important for learners, because it is the only way they gain access to the standpoint that enables practitioners to act meaningfully and purposefully (Brown, Collins and Duguid, 2007). This establishes the proliferation of gaming in today’s learners (Rickard and Oblinger, 2003).

Tanoni (2003) talks of collocation instead of insertion and indicates the formula ‘play to learn, learn to play’ as the base for modern learning, based on motivational stimulation, which in this case would derive from the joyful use of video games at school; without transforming the class in a game room naturally, but with the intention of integrating the canonical formulas of teaching and learning using new languages.

The learning environment must be responsive regarding the actions of the person that is targeted. A responsive environment consists of the following elements: it gives the players a chance to explore things freely, it informs the player about the consequences of his/her chosen actions and
it evolves at the pace of the player. A reflexive learning environment needs to enable people to create a reflexive image of themselves so that they can see themselves as a social subject, from the point of view of others. This is a common practice in sport activities, where trainers will look back at a match with their trainees to learn about their weaknesses and strengths for example.

The personalization principle is also relevant in a game space, because games have the capacity to include a feedback mechanism and let players ‘explore’ the game world freely. The game space or world also creates the opportunity to let a player reflect about their position vis-à-vis their goals (Clark, 2007). This is a result of the feedback mechanism that can be included in a game space, but also the result of rankings, scores, trial and error and being able to see consequences of certain actions or behaviours (Malone, 1981).

Games used in education aim to stimulate learning in the stricter sense aiming to convey knowledge and improve skills. In a school context, they can involve both classroom and home usage. The range of subjects covered by games used in education is broad and can be linked to certain subjects such as history, mathematics, foreign languages, biology. It is important to note that games in education generally do not aim to replace but rather to complement traditional course materials by providing interactive ways to engage with content or to exercise (Wastiau, Kearney and Van den Bergh, 2009). Some other studies (Anderson and Dill, 2000; Anderson, Anderson, Dill and Deuser, 1998) revealed that violent videogames may be more harmful than violent television and movies because they are interactive, very engrossing and require the player to identify with the aggressor. Violent videogames provide a forum for learning and practicing aggressive solutions to conflict situations, as Anderson believes. In the short run, playing a violent video game appears to affect aggression by priming aggressive thoughts. Longer-term effects are likely to be longer lasting as well, as the player learns and practices new aggression-related scripts that can become more and more accessible for use when real-life conflict situations arise.

Videogames can clearly consume the attention of children and adolescents. However, it is important to assess the extent that videogame technology had an impact on childhood education.

It must be acknowledged that the activities of videogame education require technological equipments which don’t have an exaggerated cost in themselves. However, they are not present in primary schools because they are badly considered, according to prejudicial believes (Craft, 2004)

In addition, these activities require a lot of time, so it is difficult to fit them in the organizational structure of school time and personal time. Moreover, they require specific expertise that most of the time teachers do not have.
Media education can be configured as a strategic element in the education of a person as a whole. The application of the principles and objectives of media education in the field of video games is quite recent and there are many more open questions than established procedures, nonetheless they are very interesting. I agree with Buckingham (2003) and Jenkins (2006), who believed that Media Education is the process of teaching and learning about media with the aim of developing both critical understanding and active participation. It enables young people to interpret and make informed judgements as consumers of media in their own right. Indeed, Media Education is about developing young people’s critical and creative abilities.

3. A Research Project on Videogames

The expansion of mobile gaming is significant also in terms of quality, as mobile games have become a site for innovative play and game design practices. Many of the innovations that mobile games have introduced benefit from the specific characteristics of the mobile media ecosystem, including the online digital distribution channels, new interface modalities, and sensor capabilities available in modern mobile device. Video games in mobile devices are being advocated as powerful motivational and learning tools for various reasons, yet a number of these claims remain hypothetical and require further exploration and validation through empirical research.

This paper describes a research project aiming at experimenting a media education training methodology for the promotion of mathematical, linguistic and ‘soft’ skills in Primary School. It was carried out – for a total of 60 hours – in the Academic Year 2014/2015 with 8 teachers and 75 students attending the 1st year of a Primary School located in at-risk areas of Palermo.

Hypothesis

We suppose that videogames in learning can develop knowledge, mathematical and linguistic skills and support the development of key competences, including digital competence, creativity and innovation, citizenship, and lifelong learning. They can also develop ‘soft’ skills including strategic thinking, planning, negotiating skills, group decision-making as well as eye-hand coordination.

According to Haché and Cullen (2010, p. 21) we expect the following positive effects through the usage of video games to enhance social inclusion:

1. Improved numeracy and literacy
2. Development of digital literacy
3. Supporting team-working
4. Increased confidence and self esteem
5. Increasing motivation to learn more
6. Reduced marginalisation
7. Supporting active citizenship and expanding young people’s horizons and their sense of their own capabilities.

Methodology
The research project has involved two phases.

The first phase was aimed at analyzing videogame products through an evaluation grid (Cappuccio, 2013) divided into three areas, each one consisting of items that may either structure a possible discussion led by teachers, pedagogues, educators and parents or address a child’s independent work. The first area identifies the synthetic information of the game selected, i.e. elements available directly from its packaging or on related websites. The second area concerns the analysis of the content in the game chosen. In particular, this section forces one to dwell on the narrative and representational aspects of the game, investigating the characteristics of the plot of the story, the setting, the characters, etc. The third area allows one to reflect on the formal elements of the game, such as the graphics, the pace, the quality of the images.

The second phase was aimed at testing and analysing teaching methods. In this phase we have distinguished three potential ways of using video games in the classroom:
1. Developing skills and abilities: from specific skills like deductive reasoning or memorization, to more contextual ones like co-operation and communication skills, drawing up a list of potential developments through games, with integration in a classroom setting.
2. A stimulus for learning: the game sessions used as a starting point for other activities such as creative writing or charts analysis. Video games influence affective and motivational aspects.
3. Content related learning: the content in the game presented in a very different way as it usually is in the classroom. Simulations remain the games with the greatest potential to directly teach contents, but the accuracy of their driving models has to be irreproachable and learning activities still need to be designed. Games allow direct knowledge and content learning.

Teachers, with the support of researchers, have tried to make concepts and principles directly tangible and to promote experiential learning at different planes (imaginative, emotional and behavioural). Furthermore teachers identified the most appropriate ways to help students better see and understand the meaning of what they are learning, so that they can perceive its intrinsic value and ‘transform’ their mathematical and linguistic skills into consistent behaviours.
Target
The sample consisted of 8 Teachers and 75 students of the first year of primary schools in Palermo.

Assessment methods
We used different assessment tools in order to monitor and evaluate initial competences, intermediate improvements and final outcomes of the project. The overall strategy is aimed at improving the teaching skills of the school teachers involved in the project.

Before designing the exercises and the methods suitable for the evaluation of the intervention results, we clearly defined which characteristics are most relevant for scholastic success. The initial assessment of students’ characteristics required triangulation, comparison and integration of information gathered from different sources.

The use of an observation grid to evaluate videogames, previously built and validated, allowed teachers to gain - along the way - a clear awareness of the outcomes of their videogames teaching.

With the teachers’ support we developed a rubrics evaluation. Each rubric was developed to reveal students improvement of mathematical and linguistic skills and of key competences, including digital competence, creativity and innovation, citizenship, and lifelong learning.

Experimental process
The experiment was articulated into three main steps: a. analysis of videogames, b. designing and developing media education teaching materials and modules, c. testing media education teaching materials.

In the first step (June - September 2014), teachers analysed 40 video and digital game products with the evaluation grid and they selected the following games in order to design their media teaching activities: Disney Magical World (3D), Plants VS Zombies: Garden Warfare (3D), Little Big Planet 3 (3D), Scoop for math, Cut The Rope 2 (2D).

In the second step, the purpose was to plan and develop, with teachers, four media education modules regarding video and digital games. The activity of developing teaching materials took place from October to November 2014 and was coordinated by university researchers. Each one of those modules is composed of eight activities.

The project activities were coordinated within the national primary education curriculum, applying interactive playing/gaming methods, adopting knowledge outside the classroom walls, organizing various workshops, and using the computer technology as an auxiliary tool to the learning activities. A special course was developed in order to instruct teachers on how to coordinate video games activities with the regular lectures from the predetermined curriculum. Children were also involved
in the research of old and forgotten outdoor games, they wrote about themselves with the help of their grandparents and prepared a video demonstrating how each game is played sharing it with the fellow students from another school.

Through the video games children were progressively introduced into different situations and helped them to develop their critical thinking by:

- considering how they can influence their classmates to prefer playing video games in groups instead;
- recognizing the advantages for learning while playing the video games and establishing a logical links between the each game and the required objectives;
- interpreting the findings, performing self evaluation and developing the skills to ask critical questions and lead to productive discussion.

Mathematical and linguistic concepts were taught according to the cognitive skills and abilities of the students, while solving specific problems via different video games thus enhancing the process of logical thinking, ability to analyse, synthesize abstractions and generalizations in a pleasant and stimulating learning environment.

The project activities created a bridge between learning and gaming, using technology, thus building up a connection between the world in which students live and the way they learn about the world.

Our study demonstrated that children - as players – can navigate the game space, constantly receiving feedback on their actions and comparing their performance to that of others. In addition, they can customize their experience by personalizing their character or selecting their preferred difficulty level or play style. Finally, the game environment can adapt its shape and the learning tasks it presents to the user according to certain criteria, such as previous knowledge or skills, making the experience both more enjoyable and more effective. Through game playing, participants acquire digital skills, break out of their social isolation and positively contribute to their community. Work with digital games can be a highly personalized experience: a single play session is always unique as it emerges from the interaction between game and player(s). For this to occur, the environment in which learning takes place needs to be responsive to the learners’ actions and help him or her reflect on one’s self as a social being.

The activities of digital games provide a safe environment, in which students experiment without suffering the consequences and where they can discuss topics that may be difficult to bring up in everyday life. The digital games enable perspective-taking through role-play and a range of digital games allow their players to act and communicate anonymously. The ability to engage with each other without having to disclose one’s identity has been suggested to make players feel more equal to each other.
and thereby less restrained than in everyday life.

This aspect of learning and participation using digital games is relevant for social inclusion initiatives as people at risk have often become disengaged because of negative experiences they had in the past. In the context of a positive and playful environment, where they feel they can discuss their feelings and experiences more openly, they may gain some of the confidence they lack in other contexts. Although the use of games has been varied, no single approach for using games for education has so far emerged, although key aspects of employment of games have often followed the effective use of simulations and have often involved several steps: defining learning outcomes, selecting a simulation, activities, set of activities or game to support the required learning outcome with an appropriate form of assessment, considering an ordering of the games within this set of activities, assignment and assessment process, undertaking the session/s with proper considerations given to outlining the session, learning outcomes strived for and post session debriefing, undertaking assessment of the session participants (self, tutor based or a combination of all).

In the third step, teachers tested the four media education materials in three classrooms of a primary school of Palermo, with 75 children, from December 2014 to April 2015, three hours a week. The teachers linked each game to specific curriculum objectives, offering children a new opportunity for integrated learning, encouraging creativity and imagination during learning through video games. For the first time in primary school of Palermo children could experimental math and linguistic learning with video games.

4. Results

Video games embedded in larger educational activities can be very powerful to involve children. A player learns to think critically about the simulation while at the same time gaining embedded knowledge through interacting with the environment. Games provide learners the opportunity to learn by doing, experience situations first-hand, and role-play.

We observed that, since games are also played at home, they could bridge the gap between home and school. Nevertheless, not all genres of games are concerned, and their role should be to support learning activities organized by the teacher.

Games activities in math and language have motivated passive students to contribute more than they would in the traditional learning environment. Video games have motivated their learning by challenging and providing curiosity, beauty, fantasy, fun, and social recognition. Media
education modules have reached learners who did not do well in conventional settings context of play.

During the play, children learned to discuss and form opinions, make decisions, develop critical and creative thinking for problem solving. Through video games they were able to memorize and reproduce movements, develop different physical skills and learn to be tolerant, self-reflective while developing a sense of ‘fair play’ and tolerance to others. The games brought into light some unexpected social aspects, while some overweight and shy children usually reserved during regular class activities, showed an obvious enthusiasm and courage to take active role in the games and accompanying activities.

Results show that enjoyment and identification in the game experience were higher for pupils playing in a domestic context. Pupils who played in a domestic context also scored higher on perceived learning. These differences for enjoyment and identification appear to be related to the technical performance of the game and time played by the pupils. In a school context, the timeframe for play and the IT infrastructure are limited, which has a negative influence on the game experience. Indeed, when keeping the determinants timeframe and IT infrastructure constant, no difference in feelings of enjoyment and identification are found.

We addressed some issues like the need of accuracy in content: consistency with reality, correct simulations of phenomena and accuracy of historical facts. Efficient information from the game developers should also be available for the interested teachers. Knowing more exactly what is involved in the game; which contents are presented and how they can affect the player would help the teachers to integrate video games in their classroom.

Research into mobile games has not formed the mainstream of contemporary game studies, and the study of mobile devices has mostly focused on the communications element rather than on mobile game studies.

5. Conclusion

Our main conclusions strongly support the potential for mainstream video games in education and furthermore in classroom environments.

At the end of the research, the potential for learning with games and simulations results particularly relevant. However, while the research to support the effectiveness of simulations is considerable, recent studies about using leisure games in learning contexts have found challenges with using games and simulations effectively in practice, particularly in terms of setting and assessing specified learning objectives. The use of both leisure (commercial-off-the-shelf) games and proprietary games needs to
be embedded in practice effectively and in accordance with sound pedagogic principles and design. In either case, there is clearly a need for more rigorous baseline studies that can quantify how much and in which ways games and simulations are currently being used most effectively to support learning.

The use of game mechanics in non-game activities is only beginning to receive academic attention. It has been argued that we need more research on the benefits and risks tied to the variety of gamification approaches that are out there.

The rapidly changing landscape of games and simulation development is bringing new potential for learning in immersive worlds using multiple media. Moreover, the speed of uptake in leisure contexts and the expectations of younger learners in particular have deep implications upon how game-based learning will be used in practice. With a greater emphasis upon learning experiences, game-based learning may provide significant challenges to our institutions and teaching strategies, however, it may also provide new opportunities for reconsidering how we learn and for supporting the development of new immersive spaces where learners may produce their own materials, share learning experiences and practice skills for the real world.
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